
Award-Winning
Boutique Hotel
Makes Costly
Mistake with
Flooring
Specification 



Wood floors less 
than a year old 
already make a poor 
impression
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What this costs the owner  :

$

$

$

$

Damage to the carefully 
crafted and maintained 
image of the hotel

The costs to either replace 
the flooring with a better 
performing product or 
frequent refinishing can also 
mean costly downtime and 
inconvenience to guests

First Floor:
• Installation cost
• Material cost
• Maintenance cost

Second Floor:
• Tear out of first floor cost
• Material cost 
• Installation cost 

In this case, the owner is paying twice:
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In the world of hospitality, 
a brand lives and dies in the details.
The best architects and designers know how to create a 
transformative guest experience by selecting products and 
materials that add up to something greater than a hotel—it 
becomes a feeling, a brand, a destination in itself.

The latest boutique property to make a splash on the 
East Coast is a one-of-a-kind branded hotel. This property 
exudes cool, creative sophistication. It’s laid-back chic 
mixed with history, grace and charm. Every detail has been 
carefully considered, from the unorthodox color palette to 
the artwork in the guest rooms, each makes a statement 
that feels in line with a designer runway show. Unfortunately, 
the state of the floors gives this very fashionable building a 
pair of scuffed and worn-out shoes to go with an otherwise 
stunning appearance.

Boutique hotels frequently start with a vision from the 
owner. The property becomes a reflection of who they are; 
it becomes their legacy. They know that guests are creating 

memories there and it needs to be as special as they are. This 
is especially critical when the hotel is designed to appeal to 
either the five-star guest or young people who are looking for 
a cool, hip place to stay.

Creating a unique brand experience hinges on a collaborative 
process between the architect, designer and property owner. 
All three are striving to design a hotel that will balance building 
guest demand while controlling maintenance and operating 
costs. The property must look effortlessly chic, meaning that 
it shouldn’t feel like it was designed to withstand high traffic, 
even though it must. It should feel personal and sophisticated. 
It should be magic.

Properly done, boutique hotels garner positive word of 
mouth and interest that reduces marketing costs while 
increasing occupancy rates at premium prices.
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With most branded chain hotels, 
there are many product specifications 
set in place because they know they 
perform. The more unique a hotel is, 
the more freedom the designer has 
with the materials they specify.
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On one hand, the designer can be truly free 
and inventive to create a unique, one-of-a-kind 
property that meets the vision of the owner. 
The designer can literally source the world 
for products and materials in their pursuit 
of creating a portfolio worthy of what will 
hopefully become an award-winning project.

On the other hand, the designer can select a 
product or material that looks perfect on the 
surface but cannot stand up to the requirements 
of the demanding hospitality industry.

This flooring may have been beautiful and 
met the owner’s and designer’s aesthetic 
expectations on the day it was installed. It 
probably even held up the first few weeks 
after the hotel opened.

Fortunately, from the moment the hotel 
launched, the rooms were booked solid.

Unfortunately, the flooring quickly started to 
show why it was not suited for the demands of 
a popular hotel with lots of traffic and activity.

This freedom is a double-edged sword 
in that it cuts both ways.
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Demands like:

•  A guest spills a drink on the floor and it leaves a stain 
or watermark

•  The finish or stain wears off in high traffic and/or 
service areas (front door, bar stand, service station)

•  The bellman’s luggage cart wears through the wood 
floor finish

•  A guest scratches the floor with the wheels on 
their luggage
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Demands like:

•  A 200-pound man wearing flat-bottom dress shoes 
with a typical heel will exert a force of 30 psi

•  The load force from a 1/4” high-heel or stiletto shoe 
when worn by a typical 125 pound guest is 2,000 psi

•  A nail head that protrudes from a broken or worn 
high-heel can exert a force of 8,000 psi – this is 
enough force to crush concrete

•  A woman’s high heels leave a dent in the floor that is not 
hard enough to withstand the 2,000 psi

•  Staff members who inadvertently scratch the floor as they 
rearrange chairs and tables or move them for cleaning

•  Guests dent and scratch the floor when seated and scoot 
their chair or barstool (body weight added to seating)

PSI INDEX:
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What do people 
look at the most in 
an elevator?

The floor.
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Lessons learned:

1 2 3
Owners should choose architectural 
and design firms experienced 
in designing for the hospitality 
industry. These professionals are 
less likely to make a costly mistake 
like this.

Architects and designers who are 
less experienced in hospitality 
design need to look beyond just 
the aesthetics of a product and 
pay more attention to the long-
term durability of products. This is 
especially true with flooring. There 
is no other interior product that 
takes as much abuse as the floor.

When choosing a wood floor for 
use in hospitality, specify a product 
that has been designed to stand 
up to this level of wear and abuse 
while maintaining its beauty. 
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Nydree Wood Floors are designed to provide 
long-term beauty and durability to meet the 
high standards of the hospitality industry.

nydreeflooring.com
There is no replacement. 


